
AMENDMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Below is the standardized header for all General Assembly amendments. Please utilize this
structure and replace the italicized words with the appropriate response. For the function
and location, enter one of the listed options for use by delegates and conference
administration. If there are several functions in one submission, separate a series of actions
or a series of locations using the semicolon (;).

Committee-A1-Amendment
Sponsor: Netherlands, Belgium, Australia
Function: Action (Delete, Add, Edit)
Clause: Location (After, Before) Operative Clause I

Please note that there may be several sponsors to an amendment. Like Joint Resolutions,
the first three written will compose the Author’s Panel. An example of the above header
might be:

UNESCO-B6-Amendment
Sponsor: Bahrain, Tuvalu, Suriname
Function: Delete
Clause: Operative Clause III Subclause ii

There are also specific ways to enter amendment changes. A delete should be indicated
using the strikethrough text tool as shown below. So you are aware, any deletions will affect
the numbering of subsequent clauses.

ii. Discourages the use of chemical compounds for pest removal

To add text, simply write the text into the amendment document. Your writing needs to
follow the formatting of the resolution you are amending. So you are aware, any additions
will affect the numbering of subsequent clauses. An addition may look like:

IV. Discourages the use of chemical compounds for pest removal

To edit an existing clause, please type the full clause and bold the edited word or series of
words. No need to use the strikethrough tool or to add a new clause, as the change to the
clause will be implied if this format is followed. An example might be:

ii. Discourages the use of chemical pesticides for pest removal



SAMPLE AMENDMENT DOCUMENT

UNESCO-B6-Amendment
Sponsor: Bahrain, Tuvalu, Suriname
Function: Add; Edit
Clause: Before Operative Clause III Subclause ii; Operative Clause I

Function One:

i. Underwater cultural heritage will be defined as tangible structures, items, and locations
under the surface; these shall represent a variety of social importances, including:

a. Religious texts
b. Government buildings
c. Burial Sites

Function Two:

I. Discourages state-sanctioned and disregarded illicit activities impacting underwater
cultural heritage, including:

A. Piracy
B. Excess Resource Extraction
C. Bottom Trawling


